
What is taught in Music

HT1

HT2

HT3

HT4

HT5

HT6



Year 7

Ghost of Tom (skills = basic performance and confidence skills)

Ghost of Tom (skills = ensemble playing of a 4-part canon and creativity in arranging music)

Arriba (skills = performance, improvisation/creativity)

Arriba (skills = performance, improvisation/composition, creativity and ensemble awareness)

The Blues (Knowledge of musical history and the origins of the Blues. Skills = intro to basic 

keyboard technique/chords, melody, riff and walking bass and ensemble awareness in rehearsal 

and performance)

The Blues (skills = intro to basic keyboard technique/chords, melody, riff and walking bass and 

ensemble awareness in rehearsal and performance)



Music

Music

Year 8

Every Breath (skills = developing keyboard skills)

Every Breath REMIX (skills = composition/creativity/performance)

Djembe comp & perf (skills = rhythmic understanding/collaboration)

Djembe comp & perf (skills = rhythmic understanding/collaboration)

Pop Ballad (skills = reading basic notation, developing keyboard skills , 

rehearsal technique and developing ability)

Pop Ballad (skills = keyboard skills and working towards hands-together 

ability)



This plan is detemined by the needs and ability of individual students.

Year 9

PERFORMANCE (solo) 

PERFORMANCE (ensemble) 

    GENERAL COMPOSITION (Introduction to Sibelius Software)

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

GCSE COURSE WORK = PERFORMANCE and COMPOSITION



This plan is detemined by the needs and ability of individual students.

Year 10

PERFORMANCE (solo) 

PERFORMANCE (ensemble) 

    GENERAL COMPOSITION (Introduction to Sibelius Software)

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

GCSE COURSE WORK = PERFORMANCE and COMPOSITION



This plan is detemined by the needs and ability of individual students.

Year 11

PERFORMANCE (solo) 

PERFORMANCE (ensemble) 

    GENERAL COMPOSITION (Introduction to Sibelius Software)

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

LISTENING and APPRAISING 

GCSE COURSE WORK = PERFORMANCE and COMPOSITION



This plan is detemined by the needs and ability of individual students.

Year 12/13

Component 1: Performing/Component 2: Composing/Component 3: Appraising

Individual student needs will determine the timescale of each topic, skill development and taught exam content.

Component 1: Performing/Component 2: Composing/Component 3: Appraising

Individual student needs will determine the timescale of each topic, skill development and taught exam content.

Component 1: Performing/Component 2: Composing/Component 3: Appraising

Individual student needs will determine the timescale of each topic, skill development and taught exam content.




